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INTRODUCTION

Chameleon [10] is a scientific instrument supporting projects in computer science systems research, education, and
emergent applications [24]. Support for research on topics ranging from power management, operating systems,
and networking to data science in all its flavors requires deep reconfigurability allowing users to boot from custom
kernel, use high level of privilege, and access serial console. Chameleon provides those capabilities by supporting
bare metal reconfiguration, layer-2 network reconfigurability and strong support for security on top of the complexity
concomitant with cloud infrastructures. Thus, when in 2014 the team was faced with developing a system of this
complexity from scratch—and in a very short time to maximize community use of an expensive system in its original
3 year duration—the project adopted the strategy of putting core capabilities of the system in the hands of the users
as quickly as possible, at the cost of usability and convenience. Consistent with this strategy, the project adopted the
use of the TACC Administration System (TAS) for identity and access management, given direct access to expertise
(TACC being one of Chameleon’s partners) and support for development and integration of its user and allocation
management features.
While this decision allowed us to move fast in terms of system and community development, as the project expanded,
integrating new applications/interfaces and sites, the lack of single sign-on (SSO) was proving increasingly onerous for
users and operators alike and ultimately posed a barrier to project growth. Further, lack of support for federated identity
prevented us from offering users easy integration with testbeds like GENI [7], making experiments over multiple
testbeds challenging to orchestrate effectively. While several partial solutions were tried or considered—and allowed us
to learn—none of them worked well enough to provide a satisfactory level of service to our users. Given the rapidly
growing system and community, we were forced to revisit our approach.
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In this paper, we describe a two-tier architecture and implementation for single sign-on federated identity support in
Chameleon and the rationale that shaped it. We also describe how this architecture can be used to support continuous
migration to a new account management system by a community that by that point in time numbered in several
thousand and had created hundreds of thousands of owned digital artifacts (such as images, data objects, notebooks,
keypairs, experimental traces, etc.), all of which had to be correctly migrated in privacy-preserving ways. In many ways,
the engineering and logistical effort was tantamount to rebuilding the foundation under a skyscraper with thousands of
inhabitants. We share implementation insights, our lessons learned, and recommendations for migration strategies for
handling authentication and authorization in similar systems as well as a migration architecture for systems in heavy
use. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We describe an architecture and implementation of a two-tier federated identity system based on open source
Keycloak [34] and Globus Auth [35] systems and extensible to any federated identity provider.
• We describe the pros and cons of this system as well as lessons learned in its implementation and its use for
migration of a large community to federated identity, or any new identity management system.
This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the Chameleon project and relevant parts of its implementation,
the problems posed by lack of support for SSO and federated identity, and discuss partial solutions that were tried but
failed to solve those problems. We then explain the architecture we designed to solve them, its implementation, and
migration strategies put in place to make the transition seamless for our community. Finally, we share our lessons
learned from both the implementation and migration.
2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Chameleon

Chameleon is an NSF-funded distributed cloud system supporting computer science research, education, and work on
emergent applications [10] [24] [25]. Since announcing its public availability in July 2015, the testbed has supported
6,000+ users working on 800+ projects. To cover the broadest possible range of experiments, Chameleon supports
bare-metal reconfiguration giving users full control of the software stack including root privileges, kernel customization,
console access, as well as the ability to experiment with software defined networking. A small part of the system is
configured as a virtualized KVM cloud, and the system recently added an edge testbed, CHI@Edge [23], giving users
access to a variety of edge devices via container-based reconfiguration.
The original deployment of the system was across two sites, the University of Chicago (UC) and Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC); these were recently joined by smaller associate sites [8] [11] operating resources on a
volunteer basis based on a packaged deployment of CHameleon Infrastructure (CHI), called CHI-in-a-Box [22]. In
addition to operating resources, Chameleon provides centrally-operated high-level applications including resource
discovery services, a user portal, a JupyterHub [20] deployment, as well as several internal services; these centralized
services integrate with all the participating sites and, along with an OpenStack Horizon GUI [16] at each deployment,
provide interface to the testbed.
2.2

Testbed Access and TACC Administration System (TAS)

Testbed access is structured such that any user with valid credentials can log into the system—however, in order to
actually use the system resources, users need to belong to a Chameleon project, associated with a valid allocation.
Allocations represent a “budget”, expressed in Services Units (SUs) (one SU represents one hour of wall clock time on
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one of our baseline servers) available to the project over a fixed amount of time. To request an allocation, users are
first certified for PI eligibility according to infrastructure-specific policies [9] and can then propose a project. Once
awarded an allocation, a project PI can add multiple users to their project, which gives them access to the system
resources. One Chameleon user can potentially be a member of multiple projects at any given time and switch between
them depending on their work. Both projects and users can be disabled, e.g., if the project’s allocation expires or the
project/user demonstrates irresponsible use or abuse of resources.
Chameleon initially provided access to the system via TAS, which performs Identity Access Management (IAM) as
well as manages allocations. It is up to the infrastructure to determine how to charge system tenants for allocation
use; typically this is derived from compute hours spent on the system. TAS exposes a LDAP read interface and an
administrative GUI [31] and REST API that allow operators and automated systems to manipulate state. Chameleon’s
access model of users, PIs, projects and allocations is inherited from the design of TAS.
2.3

OpenStack and Keystone

Chameleon’s implementation is based on OpenStack, a mainstream open-source cloud implementation. In an OpenStack
deployment, IAM is provided by a service aptly named Keystone, authenticating local users and issuing tokens to allow
them to interact with cloud services configured within the deployment. User accounts can have memberships in multiple
projects, where a project is effectively a single tenant in the cloud; memberships are modeled as role assignments
granted to a user; adding a user to a project is equivalent to assigning the user a “member” role on that project.
As more resources and users join the cloud, operators often transition to multiple OpenStack deployments to facilitate
scaling and/or to optimize a given cloud’s configuration for a target use case. In such cases, the OpenStack architecture’s
dependency on Keystone introduces the problem of how to continue to provide a single login experience for end-users:
because each Keystone deployment has its own database of users, projects, and role assignments, accounting is now
decentralized with users effectively managing one account per deployment. To make matters worse, role assignments
can differ across sites, leading to confusion about why a user is a member of a project on one site but not another.
Operators typically solve this problem in one of three ways: by clustering the various Keystone backing databases
under the hood such that they are consistent; by running automation to sync the state of users, projects, and roles
at each site via Keystone’s administrative APIs; or by implementing account federation, where Keystone delegates
authentication to an external entity [28].
3

PARTIAL SOLUTIONS

In a system composed of multiple sites and potentially multiple applications (such as the user portal) the central
challenge is how to provide a single sign on experience for users, such that a user can access all the applications and
sites throughout the system with a single set of credentials, and that by logging into the system once, they establish a
session valid across all site resources [13].
In the early days of the system, all Chameleon users registered for an account and obtained association with a project
via the user portal, which effectively served as a front-end for TAS. Account information from the TAS database was
then propagated to Keystone databases on any participating sites, allowing users to log in with their TAS username and
password, either via a GUI login or in authentication parameters sent with CLI requests. From the user’s perspective,
it appeared that they had a single Chameleon account, even though they still needed to log in once per individual
application or site. This illusion was however often undermined by the time of propagation between the TAS database
3
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and individual sites as well as the occasional brittleness of the system that led to inconsistent state between the user
databases at different sites.
To mitigate the unreliability and latency of offline sync across multiple sites, we configured the Keystone databases
at both sites as a geographically-distributed MariaDB cluster, with the site at TACC replicating to the UC site. We
then only needed to sync TAS state to the TACC Keystone DB, which was more manageable, but resulted in other
downsides. First, any network partition between sites would cause data at the replica to become stale, resulting in
inconsistent state (i.e., users who created an account or joined a project after the partition could not access the replica
site). Second, it introduced strong coupling between the sites, because any schema changes now had to be coordinated
to avoid breaking Keystone. Finally, any erroneous writes to the replica DB would not only break the replication, but
also necessitate a complex recovery process that involved data copy and close coordination between all sites.
A common approach that avoids offline syncing is to configure Keystone to delegate to some LDAP server for
authentication [28]. TAS supported LDAP, but we did not pursue this path because of lack of support in Keystone
for mapping LDAP groups to projects: Keystone could delegate identity to LDAP and use it to log in the user, but
assignment of a user to projects was assumed to be managed separately on each site via Keystone’s API. Keystone is
open source and therefore we could have adapted its internal engine to support this, but users would still have to sign
in to each site independently (i.e., no SSO.)
As more Chameleon sites came online, the prior solutions did not scale either from an operations or user experience
perspective. Hoping to kill two birds with one stone, we implemented a custom authentication mechanism to provide
SSO while side-stepping the complex DB setup. With this arrangement, web application logins would redirect to the
user portal, whereupon if the user had an active session, the system would sync project assignments to the target
application before completing the login action. Ultimately this was insufficient for two reasons. First, it required deep
development in each application; JupyterHub for example was never integrated properly for this reason. Secondly,
users of CLI or Python clients could technically still authenticate with their username and password, but such events
would not trigger the live-syncing of assignments specific to the web client. Effectively, after a user was added to a
project, they would have to use the web client at least once in order to “update” their account before proceeding to
utilize API clients like the CLI; this was understandably quite confusing.

4

GOALS

While the approaches described above did not provide the desired solution, their different trade-offs helped us clarify
the list of goals for our system as follows:
Single sign-on user experience, which allows users to access all the sites via all the applications/interfaces throughout
the system with a single set of credentials, such that logging into the system once establishes a session valid across the
site resources. The solution should scale with the number of sites and applications, provide robustness, and provide low
operational cost.
Use of existing/federated credentials to manage any Chameleon session. Many of our users already have accounts
managed by their host institutions or general-purpose identity provider (IdP) such as Google or ORCiD [17]. Reusing
those credentials not only removes an unnecessary barrier to testbed use but also has the potential to extend the benefits
of single sign-on across multiple testbeds as demonstrated in e.g. [29].
Support for multiple identity providers allows us to continue supporting TAS users (essential for implementing
continuous migration), but more importantly gives us the flexibility to extend the system to support, e.g., institutions
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not yet part of InCommon or lacking resources for joining such a federation, international collaborations, or future
identity providers.
Flexible, centralized authorization policies, independent of constraints that may be introduced by any one identity
provider, and may differ across applications (e.g., without an allocation a user should be able to log into a portal but
not JupyterHub). Central policy enforcement additionally provides an important "kill-switch" when malicious users or
projects must be expunged.
As an implementation concern, we also wanted to avoid storing—or sharing—sensitive information (such as passwords)
about our users.
5

DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MIGRATION

Considering these goals in the context of our existing implementation left us with a conundrum. While it would have
been possible to provide SSO with TAS providing authentication, we wanted to support federated identity credentials.
Supporting other IdPs in addition to TAS would solve this problem, yet violates a core TAS implementation assumption,
that only TAS users can be associated with TAS allocations. Hence, the stark realization that entirely migrating off of
TAS was ultimately necessary for SSO with federated identity. This added significant complexity, as we not only had to
swap out our authentication layer, but now also had to find replacements for the myriad authorization responsibilities
TAS had for project management, user roles (e.g., PI status), and allocation tracking and approval.
5.1

Architecture
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Fig. 1. The federated identity architecture; external IdPs authenticate the user, then the account system applies policies which
authorize the end-user on a number of applications.

For the final architecture, we settled on two separate systems: one for accounts (IAM), and one for allocations. The
allocation system stores mappings of projects to the budget remaining in their allocation, and also tracks usage of that
allocation over time. The account system provides IAM, i.e., integrates authentication providers, maintains assignments
between users and projects (including roles) and also provides a central access management point. Having both systems
under our purview provides a leverage point to introduce "human in the loop" validation to important workflows such
as PI and allocation approval.
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From the point of view of existing applications, the account system provides central authentication and session
management, allowing us to deliver a true SSO experience; if a user logs in once, they can use any client application in the
Chameleon ecosystem. However, the account system does not perform authentication directly. Rather, authentication is
delegated to any one of several external identity providers. Not only does this allow us to support multiple authentication
methods, but it also opens the possibility for integrating non-authenticating identities into the system, e.g., users can
associate their GitHub account to their Chameleon profile to allow invoking GitHub’s API on their behalf.
Thus, the functions performed by the account system include mapping external identities (e.g., InCommon, Google,
TAS) to Chameleon user accounts, organizing groupings of users into tenants on the system, and providing login and
session management for Chameleon’s applications, which range from a JupyterHub installation, multiple OpenStack
cloud deployments, and the user portal.
We chose to split the allocations system from the account system as they have different access patterns and store
different amounts and shapes of data. The allocations system, for example, is involved on every request for resources
on the testbed and stores an immutable history of all of a project’s charges (e.g., leasing multiple bare metal nodes for
a week), while the account system is only involved when a user creates or extends a session, and stores a mutable
record of user accounts, which users self-manage. Splitting the systems additionally gives us the ability to vary their
implementations with greater ease, e.g., we could change the underlying database for the allocations system without
affecting the accounts database.
5.2

Implementation

To implement the account system we selected Keycloak [34], an open source and highly configurable IAM system
from Red Hat. It supports integrating with multiple identity provider sources via LDAP/OpenID/SAML, group and
user management, customizable per-client enrollment and login workflows, and central session management. Keycloak
can act as an OpenID Connect Provider, a common authentication standard compatible with our existing applications.
We configured Keycloak to delegate authentication to one of two external identity providers: Globus Auth and TAS.
Globus Auth builds on CILogon [5], which allows end-users to authenticate with any host institution in the InCommon
federation as well as general-purpose identity providers such as Google Auth and ORCiD [17]. TAS is not part of the
InCommon federation and as such could be supported by Globus Auth alone. We selected Globus instead of CILogon
for two reasons. First, Globus requires that users self-manage the process of linking their various identities under a
canonical account; CILogon requires that operators manually reconcile or configure additional automation. Secondly,
we anticipated possible future integration with Globus, so having understanding of Globus identities ahead of time
could bear fruit in the future.
While Globus has a Groups feature, which can manage authorization policies and assignments of users, we wanted
to keep this logic independent of any identity implementation, both to support identities external to Globus (e.g., TAS),
and to have more direct control over policy implementation.
5.2.1 Authenticating Across Applications. Each application was adapted to accept authentication via Keycloak as the
account system. The user portal is implemented as a Django web application and as such could utilize open-source
plugins like mozilla-django-oidc to provide translation from federated users to Django users. Before, when users made
changes to their accounts, e.g., updated their host institution or invited a new user to a project they serve as PI for,
a privileged system account would ultimately perform the update against TAS as the backing system; we did not
significantly change this model except to use a Keycloak system user and publish changes via the Keycloak Admin
6
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REST API instead, though Keycloak’s fine-grained authorization services could allow us to remove reliance on such a
privileged system account in the future.
For the OpenStack sites, we configured Keystone federation [14], where Keystone delegates authentication to an
OpenID or SAML IdP and then maps user “claims” returned by the IdP (which include, e.g., the user’s full name, host
institution, and in what groups they have membership) to users and projects in Keystone. Unlike the limited LDAP
integration we discussed earlier, this federation capability can dynamically create projects and user assignments in the
Keystone backend at login time. This transforms the task of identity management in Keystone from one of ongoing
maintenance to a one-time configuration: all that must be set up is the mapping from the IdP (in our case, Keycloak)
to Keystone entities. While much of this worked off-the-shelf, we nonetheless hit several limitations that required
additional development work: Keystone only allowed mapping a user to a single project (our users could be in several
simultaneously), did not remove project memberships when a user left a project in the IdP (no offboarding), and the
mapping engine, which uses a declarative configuration describing how to perform the translation from IdP to Keystone,
had missing or inconsistent behavior with some of the more advanced options that we needed (like regex filtering.) We
resolved each issue with patches against Keystone, some of which have already been accepted upstream [2] [3].
JupyterHub is also implemented in Python and supports authentication plugins; we integrated one such, OAuthenticator [21], which supports OpenID Connect. However, this is not the whole story. In the past, users of Chameleon’s
JupyterHub environment took advantage of its ability to transparently provide authentication passthrough to the
various OpenStack clouds: when users logged in, JupyterHub would re-use the user’s submitted password to obtain
Keystone access tokens, which were then passed to the user’s Jupyter server as environment variables. From there,
they could be used by, e.g., Python libraries to access OpenStack cloud APIs, allowing users to orchestrate experiments
entirely within Jupyter [4]. In a federated login scenario, this is no longer possible as we are never in possession of the
user’s credentials directly, yet we were able to configure the Keycloak account system to allow access tokens for the
Jupyter application to additionally be used against the Keystone applications (via the “aud” OpenID Audience claim) [3].
Functionally this is equivalent, as we have a way to pivot a user’s JupyterHub session into an OpenStack session.

5.2.2 Adapting User Workflows. Chameleon has several policies that we must enforce at user enrollment, such as
requiring acceptance of Terms of Service, ensuring that we capture information about the user’s declared host institution,
country of residence and citizenship, and tracking the user’s join date. Prior, this information was collected and stored
in TAS. CILogon’s COmanage product supports rich configuration of user enrollment workflows; fortunately, Keycloak
is similarly customizable via external Java plugins. We implemented several such plugins [33] to add additional actions
a user must complete to enable their account. We also extended Keycloak’s default theme with Chameleon branding to
unify the login experience across our products. Keycloak is customizable enough that we could implement applicationspecific policies, such as requiring some additional steps when using a given application for the first time, but we
ultimately did not require this.
To address the CLI and remote API use case, where users are not using an interactive login flow, we enabled login
via CLI password: this is similar to “application passwords” or dedicated credential generation that other systems (e.g.,
GMail, GitHub) use to accommodate the introduction of MFA or other steps in login that require user interactivity. This
was equivalent to allowing OpenID Connect’s Resource Owner Password Credentials grant type in Keycloak for the
OpenID clients handling authentication for the OpenStack clouds. Users can only use this authentication method when
using CLI or e.g., Python clients and they must already have registered to configure this method of access. JupyterHub
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users do not need to additionally configure such access, as they can transparently authenticate onwards to OpenStack
once logged in to Jupyter, as described previously.
5.2.3 Managing Allocations. To implement the allocations system, which needed to replace equivalent functionality in
TAS, we built a new API for reporting charges accrued on the testbed (via, e.g., resource reservations) and integrated
it into the existing user portal, which already manages much of the allocation lifecycle. We had maintained custom
patches in Blazar [15], the OpenStack reservation system, to verify lease requests against a central Redis DB, which held
the current allocation balances, to ensure users did not request resources above their budget. We decided to formalize
this pattern and wrote a Blazar design specification for a system to gate lease requests and renewals pending according
to operator-defined policy rules, including the capability of delegating a policy decision to an external API [1]. This
was approved and subsequently developed by the Chameleon team and deployed to the OpenStack sites, which now
request approval for all leases and log any changes to the lease to the allocations API. Each lease is modeled as an
ongoing charge in a backing database; as a bonus, this allowed us to implement a feature where project members can
open a history of all charges from within the user portal to better understand their usage over time; in the past this
was challenging to implement due to how allocations were modeled under the old system. The user portal already had
workflows that operators used to approve PI status and allocations; these had to be adapted to integrate with the new
account system and the new local allocations database, but otherwise remained the same.
Finally, we updated or implemented new forms of reporting to track the total number of users and allocations across
all Chameleon systems; this was largely a matter of adapting our existing reports to pull data from Keycloak via the
Admin REST API rather than querying TAS, which used to be the source of record.
5.3

Migration

One of the benefits of the architecture described above is that it provides a viable foundation for continuous user
migration through its support for multiple IdPs. To leverage it, we first considered the migration needs of our community.
Chameleon’s community is naturally volatile: of the thousands of users who accessed the system over the years, most
use the system intensively for a relatively short time (on the order of several months) while they work on their research
project or participate in a class, after which they might not use the system for a long period of time or may even move
on entirely (e.g., graduate, change jobs, etc.). We estimate that only 5-10% of our overall community might log into
the system in any given month. Users returning to the system, however, even after a long absence, still expect to have
access to the digital artifacts they created which include SSH keypairs, images, notebooks, data, etc. Our migration
strategy was thus based on the recognition that (1) the volume of users who will migrate during the rollout period will
be relatively high, (2) the volatile community access pattern will lead to a long tail of migration operations as users
return to the testbed, and (3) support staff may have to support migration-related tickets for years. Given this dynamic,
we based our migration strategy on user self-migration that could be supported during the rollout as well as afterwards.
Accordingly, we developed a self-migration tool; this took roughly an additional one FTE week to develop as compared
to roughly 10 FTE months of design and development of the architecture described above.
This self-service data migration tool would prompt the user to log in to the target cloud with both the legacy and
federated login method; then, it would systematically copy, share, or transfer ownership of the user’s stored SSH keys,
disk images, and server instances and leases, respectively, from their legacy to their federated account. Keystone’s
implementation of federation unfortunately necessitates such action. Internally, Keystone stores password users and
federated users as separate records. This means that users of Chameleon now have multiple accounts in the OpenStack
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deployments. Projects function the same way: internally, projects created as part of mapping IdP groups to Keystone
projects are stored separately to legacy local projects. Consequently, depending on which method a user used to login
to the cloud, they would see that they have access to the same set of projects (at least, when referenced by name), yet
the saved data, e.g., server instances, leases, and disk images, would be entirely different! The migration tool effectively
syncs the user’s legacy account to their federated account, collapsing these two universes.
We implemented a staged rollout: beginning in October 2020, the new federated login experience was available on an
opt-in basis for existing users via the self-migration tool. For some time leading up to launch day, we periodically ran
scripts to sync users and project assignments from TAS to Keycloak to ensure the new system remained consistent with
user changes. At launch, we also started requiring that new users enroll with federated identity to avoid dealing with
more legacy users. One month after initial release, we switched federated identity from opt-in to opt-out; it was at this
point that most existing active users created a federated account and performed their data migration. We supported the
legacy login for existing users for another month, at which point it was entirely disabled. Over a three-month period, we
had 267 users migrate their legacy accounts over, and 60 new users joined the system via federated enrollment; since the
migration period, a total of 389 users have performed migration, following the predicted long-tail trend, with the first
months of 2021 averaging 15 migrations per month, then leveling off, currently at a rate of 1-3 per month. The migration
tool is still deployed to assist users returning after the initial migration window. Developing an on-demand, self-service
migration tool reduced support load significantly: while some users required our help to merge their accounts, most
were able to complete this alone. The development cost of FTE week was therefore more than offset by the reduction in
support volume: staff handled only 25 migration-related tickets during the 2-month window. To increase visibility of
the feature, we wrote a dedicated section in our documentation [32] to educate existing users about the change and
guide them towards the migration tool and added informational banners that pointed to this documentation, both in
the user portal and in the OpenStack GUIs, visible only for legacy users.
6

LESSONS LEARNED

Overall, the approach described here met all our goals (Section 4)—unlike the cheaper but ineffective alternatives we
tried before (Section 3). A tiered system allowed us to “have our cake and eat it too” in that we were able to base our
SSO implementation on an open source system with widespread mainstream adoption that ultimately provided the
flexibility we sought—while the second tier supported the use of existing federated credentials and multiple identity
providers needed to implement continuous migration in the short term, and offered the potential for integrating other
IdPs in the long term. In particular, using an open source SSO implementation means that we have the freedom of
extending it to support needs that cut across our various applications. For example, including human-friendly display
names wherever a user’s allocation ID is rendered, customizing the login page for greater usability (especially during
a potentially confusing migration period), or providing context about whether a user’s allocation is for research or
education purposes (possibly influencing their default UI.) Further, Keycloak allows us to associate non-authenticating
identities to user’s accounts; this allows for future functionality leveraging integration with a user’s private GitHub or
GitLab repositories, or any other useful OAuth 2.0 services. Finally, using a managed IAM (e.g., COmanage’s subscription
tier) incurs an annual cost that our approach does not, though of course this is offset by the cost of implementing and
operating our own IAM service.
These trade-offs may play out differently in different situations. A self-operated IAM incurs normal costs of secure
and reliable operation (e.g., backups, upgrades, security patches, network firewalls, etc.), but also is a single point
of failure and thus requires careful planning for high availability and disaster recovery; in our case, those costs are
9
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amortized given that we already operate a number of centralized services for the system. While working with open
source implementation provides the potential for implementing extensions important to us, it of course also implies
the need for such extensions and ability to implement them. Lastly, from the perspective of migration, an alternative
might have been to operate TAS and federated identity system side by side for a while; this would have been difficult
because of the variety of applications we support (Section 2.1), each biased towards a single login mechanism and thus
requiring paying implementation costs many times over.
During migration, the most common pain point users encountered was when they changed which identity served
as their primary Globus ID. In Globus, primary identities uniquely identify separate Globus accounts; i.e., changing
the primary ID effectively creates a new account (users can subsequently re-link prior identities under this primary
to allow multiple authentication methods.) In our case, our Keycloak IdP would similarly understand the user to be
novel, and may trigger an error due to a collision on the user’s primary email address, on which we enforce uniqueness.
This was primarily an issue with users who belonged to institutions that supported both Google Auth and InCommon
authentication for their domain, though there were other edge cases. In such events, Chameleon support staff manually
reconciled accounts through a separate process we designed to prevent the risk of an account takeover attack. Globus
provides all of a user’s linked identities as part of their identity set at login time; in hindsight, we could have implemented
more robust detection of this edge case. In practice, this happened infrequently enough that the support load was
manageable, as we encountered roughly 10 such cases in total.
Crafting a login experience that was intuitive and non-invasive (fewer clicks and fewer surprises) took longer than
we anticipated, and required several patches to Keystone and also the Horizon GUI; the default configuration for
federated login, in particular the WebSSO flow used by Horizon, introduced several unnecessary steps, such as showing
an interstitial form asking the user to confirm their choice to use the federated login method. Supporting multiple login
methods (legacy and federated) for the initial months of the rollout also increased development complexity significantly.
As we were optimizing for ease of use for a research community numbering in the thousands, these costs felt justified.
One consequence of supporting more identity methods and streamlining user enrollment was that we started to
see more spurious accounts in our accounting system. These typically belonged to students or researchers who were
interested in learning more about Chameleon but did not proceed to be added to an allocation or request PI status.
While the security of the testbed was never threatened because these users by design could not access testbed resources
or interfere with other users, we nonetheless had to reconsider the definition of an “active user” and make changes to
our reporting to understand usage, as well as periodically normalize our user corpus to address, e.g., users signing in
with Google Auth method and entering their host institution information in a free-text field, often in different forms
(this could not be automatically discerned via the user’s Google account, as opposed to, e.g., InCommon).

7

RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, this paper presents the first description of continuously migrating a large-scale existing cloud
deployment and community from a legacy username/password login to federated identity.
Several scientific high-performance computing (HPC) systems have added support for federated identity in addition
to local login [6] [26] [30], including support for multiple IdPs and linking identities, yet these leverage existing in-house
authorization services (i.e., not mainstream open-source) and did not require a transition to federated identity or
describe a migration. One example of a complete federated identity and SSO solution leveraging the CILogon platform
for both authentication and authorization is described in [27], but does not address the CLI use case or discuss strategies
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for moving to a federated identity system. None of the aforementioned discuss how to integrate applications such as
OpenStack and challenges posed.
One frequently-deployed architecture for IAM in cyberinfrastructures is CILogon and COmanage, the former handling
authentication and SSO, the latter handling user enrollment and authorization policies [12]. We evaluated COmanage
for our two-tiered approach and opted for Keycloak as a cost-effective alternative with a simpler operations footprint;
while a self-hosted COmanage deployment requires a number of services ranging from LDAP, a registry server, DB,
and potentially other services for group management or identity linking [18], Keycloak consists of a single server and
DB, with all configuration and data exportable as simple JSON records. Keycloak overall has a similar feature set, but a
larger user and contributor base [19], and thus more experience to draw from with regards to ongoing maintenance and
lessons learned, and also more opportunity for leveraging future contributions. At the same time, COmanage is likely
to offer better support for research cyberinfrastructure use-cases in its default configuration, and the paid subscription
service will offset operational costs.
8

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a two-tier architecture for a single sign-on system with federated identity, implemented with commodity
open-source software, which has allowed us to combine the benefits of authentication via federated identity with the
need to retain flexibility within the domain of the Chameleon testbed. This flexibility is required to provide fine-grained
authorization policies for our users based on such considerations as usage, temporary access (e.g., for artifact evaluation),
or host institution requirements. This architecture also allows us to support multiple identity providers, a capability
that was key to implementing continuous migration strategy for our community given its volatile usage pattern.
We found this approach to be successful in that it enabled us to achieve our goals of moving the system to federated
identity while retaining efficient control over system-specific authorization, and accomplish continuous migration of a
large community, with hundreds of thousands of digital artifacts in the care of our system, in a way that was relatively
painless for both users and operators. The trade-offs of this approach include primarily identity collisions stemming
from one entity using different federated identity accounts; these were both relatively few and easily fixed by a manual
reconciliation based on a carefully designed process. Otherwise, our lessons learned were focused primarily on the
effects of adoption of federated identity, in particular less reliable information about our users (who may e.g., be using
Google accounts without listing their institutional affiliation) and increased proportion of users logging into the system
without actually using it in the absence of the additional barrier of creating an account. Both are unavoidable and a
result of greater benefits, i.e., more ubiquitous and easier access.
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